Berlin galleries to reopen

Gallery Weekend Berlin to take place from September 10 – 13, 2020

www.gallery-weekend-berlin.de

We would have liked to open the 16th edition of Gallery Weekend Berlin from the 1st to 3rd of May with exhibitions of established artists and newcomers across 48 galleries. After several weeks of gallery spaces being closed, we are very pleased that most of the galleries will be able to reopen their exhibitions – albeit with certain restrictions. A list of participating galleries' currently running exhibitions, alongside their opening hours, can be found on our website under the link Current Exhibitions. While these times might be marked by travel restrictions, a new online journal will soon be accessible from our website, allowing Berliners and international guests alike to have a digital view into Berlin galleries and their current exhibition offerings.

**Berlin gallery exhibitions reopened for viewing:**
Philipp Modersohn at Guido Baudach; Leila Hekmat at Isabella Bortolozzi; Bojan Šarčević at BQ; William Tucker at Galerie Buchmann; Sebastian Díaz Morales and Richard Mosse at carlier | gebauer; Katja Strunz and Georg Baselitz at Contemporary Fine Arts; Franco Mazzucchelli and Boris Anje at ChertLüdde; Lothar Hempel and Salvo at Mehdi Chouakri; Duna Bianca and “Berliner Luft” at Dittrich & Schlechtriem; Lars Bjerre and Hanakam & Schuller at Ebensperger Rhomberg; “Abstand. Episode 1 – Bestand” at Michael Haas; Elisabeth Frieberg at Kewenig; Erica Baum at Klemms; Aleksandra Domanović at Klosterfelde Edition; Jorinde Voigt and Jeppe Hein at König Galerie; Clemens von Wedemeyer at KOW; Guan Xiao and Anna Uddenberg at Kraupa Tuskany Zeidler; Bruce McLean at Tanya Leighton; Vajiko Chachkhiani at Daniel Marzona; Armin Boehm at Meyer Riegger; Andreas Eriksson at neugerriemschneider; Ifaki Bonillas at Nordenhake; Cristian Rusu at Plan B; Francisco Tropa at Gregor Podnar; Nathan Peter at PSM; Tamara K.E. at Aurel Scheibler; Daniel Steegmann Mangrané at Esther Schipper; Robert Mapplethorpe at Thomas Schulte; Kara Walker and Richard Artschwager at Sprüth Magers; Anna Witt at Tanja Wagner; Friederike Feldmann at Galerie Barbbara Weiss; and Georges Adéagbo at Barbara Wien. From 1 May, Galerie Konrad Fischer opens their exhibition with Thomas Schütte, and Alexander Levy hosts the group show “Accrochage”.

**New exhibitions to open in May:** the group exhibition “zoom in – zoom out” at Wentrup; Richard Kennedy at Peres Projects; Jo Baer at Barbara Thumm; Ulrike Theusner at Galerie Eigen + Art; and “Still Leben” at Friese.

**Exhibitions currently available for viewing by appointment; to be reopened for regular viewing hours soon:** a group exhibition including Tacita Dean, Olafur Eliasson, Thomas Scheibitz and Danh Vo and others at Borch; Moyra Davey Peter Hujar at Galerie Buchholz; Barbara Bloom at Capitain
Petzel; Tobias Hoffknecht at Crone; Hans Christian Lotz at Lars Friedrich; Reena Spaulings at Galerie Neu and Emil Nolde at Kunsthandel Wolfgang Werner.

**Many of the galleries have expanded their digital offerings:** Online viewing rooms and 3D tours complement some websites, including those at Contemporary Fine Arts, Barbara Thumm, Thomas Schulte, Alexander Levy, Esther Schipper, and König. ChertLüdde and Isabella Bortolozzi present films by artists; Tanja Wagner hosts a film program curated by artists that changes weekly. KOW TV shows interviews and gallery tours, Sprüth Magers offers video chat exhibition tours by appointment, and Galerie Nordenhake presents a playlist of their artists on their Spotify channel. Galleries including König, carlier | gebauer, Capitain Petzel, Eigen + Art, Sprüth Magers, Tanja Wagner, and Barbara Thumm actively update Instagram with artist interviews, curators’ tours, and performances.

**Gallery Weekend will take place from 10 – 13 September. The list of all artists presenting at Gallery Weekend Berlin in September will be announced soon.**
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